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Bay Area Events at-a-Glance 1 ...

May 12, 2016 – BSSF Member Meeting: 
Michael Ryan Bell

May 14, 2016 NEW – Antique Pot Road Show with
Michael Ryan Bell

May 15, 2016 – Accent Plant / Kusamono Workshop
with Kora Dalager

May 19, 2016 - Third Thursday Members Free
Workshop

May 22, 2016 – Master Series Workshop with 
Peter Tea

1 See inside for details
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What Your Bonsai Collection Would
Look Like if it Were up to Me

From the President, Eric Schrader

In bonsai, there is some optimum mix of sizes,

shapes and species of trees that will provide for

learning. Your collection may contain plants

because you found them at an auction, on the side

of the road, at a nearby nursery, or elsewhere. But,

that doesn’t mean that these plants are what

should be in your collection. Whenever you

consider acquiring a piece of material, think about

the quality of the plant and/or the purpose it might

serve.

To learn bonsai you’ll need to acquire enough

plants to work with during multiple workshops each

year. You’ll need to have material that is good for

working during different months and seasons when

workshops are offered. You’ll need to have material

that teaches you different techniques; after all, you

can’t learn about deciduous care by working on

junipers. These are the purposes that material in

your collection can serve.

To give back to the community and to inspire

others, you’ll want to have a few trees that really

shine. To make regular contributions to the show, 
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or show-and-tell table, you will need a mix of

conifers, deciduous, broadleaf evergreen and

flowering/fruiting trees. Bring trees that are

seasonally shining for others to enjoy – in winter

this may be a deciduous tree with good twig

structure, in spring a flowering tree in bloom

Show trees can take a long time to wire and style. But, the

maintenance will teach you a lot. Take your show trees to our

Masters Series workshops.

To have a high-quality collection you’ll have to work

hard and buy carefully. But you’ll also have to

re-evaluate material and in some cases realize that

not all material can become a great bonsai in your

lifetime. Mediocre material can serve learning

purposes, but should be passed on once you’ve

mastered techniques so that your collection can

improve past the limitations of a beginner’s eye. 

To all these ends and  for all these purposes, your

bonsai collection would look something like this if it

were up to me::

You would have 10 show trees, and about 40

project trees.

Ten of your 40 project trees would be collected

trees.

Ten of your 40 project trees would be shohin in the

making.

Ten of your 40 project trees would be larger than

28” tall and with a trunk about 3" - 4" across.

Two of your show trees would be 

an unusual style (not informal upright, basically).

Two of your show trees would be 30’-36' tall and

18"-36” wide

Half of your show trees would be deciduous,

broadleaf evergreen, and/or flowering.

A graphical representation of my plan for your collection. 
Don’t worry, you can get some guys to move those big trees
when it’s time to show them. The 40 project trees will keep you
busy, and before you know it, you’ll have some trees to sell to

others.

Think about the proportions that I’ve listed. If you

have ten trees, two might be high quality show

trees while the other eight are projects. Space

limitations can prevent many people from having

large collections or large trees. But if you have ten

trees, see if you can squeeze in with them one

“large” one…not just 18” either, I’m talking “Jay

McDonald Large”. 

Project trees can take almost no time to maintain. But properly
developed , they can become great bonsai. Take the time, fill
out your collection with a batch of trees that grow well for you.

So, since it’s not up to me, what should your

collection actually look like? Well, that’s up to you;

but think about how your trees allow you to

participate in learning opportunities and how they

allow you to give back to the organization. Not sure

where to get trees? Send me an email and I’ll see

what I can do to help.
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The Tropics in June 
Catherine Wolf

In June, we will address a topic that comes up

regularly in the coolish, oft-foggy climate of San

Francisco.  Tropicals are the only type of bonsai

which have a chance indoors.  We are proud to

have Boon Manakitivipart return to his first club

(yes, BSSF) to describe this group of trees and

how they can be used for bonsai.  The following is

more about Boon from www.bonsaiboon.com.

Although it was an only small juniper that started

Boon on his journey, that tree would soon have a

huge impact on his life and his future. He became

fascinated with bonsai. Before long, he joined the

Bonsai Society of San Francisco, the club through

which he took his first beginner class in the spring

of 1989. Anxious to learn as much as possible

about bonsai, Boon studied with as many teachers

as he could find in California

Boon’s bonsai skills advanced when he hosted

bonsai master Akio Kondo, who was Kihachiro

Kamiya’s first apprentice. Later, Boon worked and

studied at Kihachi-En (a famous bonsai nursery in

Japan) and was an apprentice to Kihachiro Kamiya,

a great bonsai master with multiple national awards

In April 2000, Boon won the Grand Prize in the

Kindai Bonsai Styling Contest in Japan. He was the

only non-Japanese entrant in the contest. He has

since won numerous other awards and recognition

for his work, both nationally and internationally.

Boon returned repeatedly to Japan for prolonged

periods of bonsai study until master Kamiya’s

passing in January, 2004. Boon founded and

became the Sensei (primary teacher) of BAY

ISLAND BONSAI, and started his business, Bonsai

Boon, in 1998.

 

 

Program Change during 

Michael Ryan Bell’s Visit
Catherine Wolf

Michael Ryan Bell joins us May 12 for our monthly

member meeting and we invite him back again

May 14 for pot identification and appraisal.  We

previously announced that on May 14 members

would pay $1 for each pot they bring in for

identification and appraisal.  There will be no

charge for bringing pots on May 14.  Instead we will

take turns so everyone attending has some or all of

their pots considered.  You may have previously

seen this workshop listed as 2 pm to 4 pm.  It is in

fact from 2 pm to 5 pm.  No need to sign-up; just

show-up; even if you don’t have any pots, you will

learn a lot.  I’d like to thank Jonas Dupich and

Andrea Burhoe for offering to host Ryan during part

of his stay in the Bay Area.  If you have a guest

room and are available to help host Ryan, please

feel free to contact me at catherine.wolf[at

sign]Wolfwerk.com.

Bonsai in Small Urban Spaces
Catherine Wolf

Our April member meeting was an experiment with

a different kind of program for our club.  I’d like to

thank everyone who brought or sent photos of their

small spaces to the meeting.  We had 30 photos

from nine people.  The photos and the

conversation that happened around them were very

interesting.  There was a good deal of marveling

and awing over the amazing effort we each go to,

to have bonsai in San Francisco.  Mary-Lou, Thom

and I all make creative use of our decks.  Kevin

and Neil maximize window sills.  

               Photo by Kevin Benik
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John has appropriated the front of each parking
space at his apartment building. 

                   
           Photo by John Dale

Eric, during his remodel, is reduced to a scrap of

land out back and his front porch.  Debra created

an outdoor ecosystem in her bathtub until she

could set-up in front of her sunniest window.  You

can see all of the photos again on

www.tinyurl.com/bssfgal1.

Despite achieving some of what I had envisioned in

April, overall I do not think it was a successful

program.  I’ve been scheduling programs for BSSF

for over two years.  There are a lot of options to

choose from when picking programs, but I was

worried I was getting into a rut.  Most of our

programs follow a similar formula.  We have an

expert for the night stand in front of a seated

membership and present information.  Generally,

the topic is so voluminous that it overruns the 1.5 to

2 hours that people are comfortable spending at

the meeting.  We try to get through

announcements quickly.  We rarely give time to

present the trees brought for show-and-tell. 

Chit-chat is shushed so it doesn’t interfere with the

lecture.  Social interaction time is marginalized.

April was an experiment that went too far in the

other direction.  There could have been more

structure.  Members with photos could have been

asked to describe their set-up at home.  The

photos could have been projected so they were

easier for everyone to see.  There could have been

more things happening to promote movement and

social interaction.  Every meeting is a chance to

observe what works and what could be done better. 

I learned a lot in April.  And I appreciate all of you

who came to me with your feedback.  Tuning

programs to achieve ongoing balance between

social and informative, newbie and old-timer,

participatory and passive, beginner and advanced

keeps my role interesting and I hope keeps each of

you interested as well.

BSSF Meetings and Workshops

To secure a spot in any workshop or class, please

sign up with Eric Schrader (contact [at sign]

bssf.org) or Catherine Wolf (catherine.wolf [at sign]

wolfwerk.com or call/text her at (415)299-7061).

May 12, 2016 – BSSF Member Meeting: Michael

Ryan Bell talks about pot identification and

appraisal (Last names I - L bring refreshments)

Ryan will orient us to the history, classification,

appreciation, and discernment of Japanese and

Chinese bonsai pottery, as well as identify the

artists and regions where the pottery originated. 

Ryan possesses considerable knowledge of these

pots and we are very lucky to have him visit the

club.  He is based on the East Coast, so this is an

opportunity that will not often repeat itself.  7:15 pm

to 9:30 pm in the Recreation Room at the SF

County Fair Building in Golden Gate Park. There

will be a raffle at the end of the meeting. 

Donations for the raffle are needed. 

May 14, 2016 NEW – "Antique Pot Road Show" –

bring your pots to Michael Ryan Bell for ID and

appraisal

More time with Ryan has been reserved to give

members a chance to bring in pots for identification

and appraisal. Important change:  pot identification

and appraisal will be free to all members. Bring as

many as you like; we will take turns with Ryan until

we run out of pots or time.  2 pm to 5 pm in the

Garden Club Room.

May 15, 2016 – Accent Plant / Kusamono

Workshop with Kora Dalager

Hands-on workshop to create and refine interesting

accent plant combinations.  Bring your own plants

and pots to work on or create new ones from the

plants, pots and soil that Kora brings for

participants to purchase.  Workshop is $40 and

limited to 15 participants.  10 am – 4:30 pm in the

Recreation Room.
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May 19, 2016 - Third Thursday Members Free

Workshop

Members or people that want to join can bring trees

to the San Francisco County Fair Building to work

on with other members.  It is always an opportunity

to learn something new.  7 pm to 9 pm in the

Garden Club Room.

May 22, 2016 – Master Series Workshop with

Peter Tea

As of the writing of this newsletter, one seat

remains in the workshop with Peter.  Workshop is

$120 and limited to 6 participants.  9:30 am – 5:30

pm in the Garden Club Room.

Other programs planned for 2016

Jun 4 & 5, 2016 – Field Trip to Sei Boku Bonsai
Kai's 33rd annual show in San Mateo.  Catherine
can take three members and lead a caravan down
to San Mateo for the Sei Boku show and sale.

June 9, 2016 – BSSF Member Meeting:  Tropical
Species with Boon Manakativipart (Last names
M - N bring refreshments)

Jun 18 & 19, 2016 - Master Series Workshop
with Matt Reel

Jul 16, 2016 – Annual Soil Workshop and
Potluck Lunch

Jul TBD, 2016 - Basics I Class – we are adding a
class in July.  Date is to be determined.

Aug 11, 2016 - BSSF Member Meeting:  Green
wood carving with our own Oscar Patzan (Last
names O – R please bring refreshments)

Sep 8, 2016 - BSSF Member Meeting: Auction
and Fundraiser (Last names S bring
refreshments)

Sep 17, 2016 - Basics I Class

Oct 9, 2016 – Master Series Workshop with
Peter Tea

Oct 13, 2016 –BSSF Member Meeting:  Extreme
Limb Bending with Peter Tea (Last names T - V
bring refreshments)

BSSF Announcements

REMINDER:  Member Meeting Refreshments –

Everyone Asked, Everyone Benefits

Members are asked to bring refreshments to our

monthly meetings based on the first letter of their

last name.  The schedule is reasonably allocated

so that each member only has one meeting to

cover per year (excluding our two pot lucks).  May

is I - L, June is M - N, July is a Potluck, Aug is O -

R, September is S, October is T - V, November is

W - Z, Dec is a Potluck.  The club will continue to

bring dry goods(plates, napkins, etc.) and hot

beverages (tea, coffee) to each meeting. 

Docenting at the Bonsai Garden at Lake Merritt

– Spring is a lovely time to visit the Bonsai Garden

at Lake Merritt in Oakland.  John Dale invites

volunteers to join him at the Garden on May 21 or

any other third Saturday at 1 pm.  It’s a fun and an

educational opportunity for all bonsai hobbyists. 

No matter your skill level, you can help care for

these wonderful trees and educate the public about

the art of bonsai. You can sign up with John Dale

at a meeting. To volunteer at other times, contact

John McKisich, BGLM Docent Coordinator, at

mityglo@aol.com, 650-477-8540.

BSSF Club Membership  Membership fees are

$30 for individuals, $50 for families and $20 for

seniors.  A  membership/ renewal form can be

found at bssf.org, click Join Us, then click Join

Now. 

Bonsai Sales at Monthly Meetings   Please

remember that any time during the year you wish to

sell bonsai trees, the BSSF welcomes you to bring

the trees to our monthly meetings or workshops. 

The club receives 20% of the purchase price.

BSSF Bonsai Library   The BSSF has on hand a

large assortment of books, magazines, and other

literature about our favorite hobby.  To access the

library, arrive early at either the monthly meeting or

the monthly workshop and speak to Bernard

Marque.  Checking out materials requires a $5

deposit per item. 
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Bonsai Events in the Bay Area 

May 7, 2016, Napa

Napa Valley Bonsai Club 38th Annual Show at Napa

Senior Center, 1500 Jefferson St, 11 am to 4 pm. 

Demonstration by Jonas Dupuich at 1 pm.

May 21 - 22, 2016.  Oakland

Bay Area Satsuki Aikokai (BASA) 21st Annual

Satsuki Azalea Bonsai Show at the Lakeside

Garden Center, 666 Bellevue Avenue.  Saturday

10 am - 5 pm; Sunday 11 am - 4 pm. 

Demonstration by Johnny Uchida Saturday, 1 pm -

3 pm.  Contact: George Haas,

gwhaas@comcast.net.

Bonsai Events Outside of the Bay Area
 

May 7 - 8, 2016, Sacramento

Sacramento Bonsai Club 70th Annual Bonsai &
Suiseki Show at the Buddhist Church of
Sacramento, 2401 Riverside Blvd. Saturday, 
NNoon - 5 pm; Sunday, 10am - 4 pm.  For more
information, contact Gary Judd (916) 622-8048.

" " " " " 

BSSF members get 10%  off at Dallas Bonsai
with coupon code – BSSF 2015 

BSSF Officers and Board of Directors 

President:Eric Schrader 
415-823-7984 Treasurer:
eric@phutu.com Marge Casey 

Vice President: Secretary:
Catherine Wolf Christian Werk

Board Members-at-Large: Webmaster: 
Dan Casey        Eric Schrader
John Dale
Thom de Cant Librarian:
Cheryle Lam Kawamoto Bernard Marque
Harlan Kawamoto 
Oscar Patzan Newsletter Editors:
Brian Schindler Diana Lum

Dave Gomberg

About the Club:
The Bonsai Society of San Francisco exists to
encourage the enjoyment of the art of bonsai.
Whether defined simply as a tree in a tray or taken
to the heights of a living fine art form we come
together to share our joy and curiosity for growing
living trees and our enthusiasm for keeping them
healthy and beautiful.  We invite new members
who share these interests. 

BSSF General Meetings are on the 2nd Thursday
of the month at 7:15pm.  The Members Workshop
is the following Thursday (3rd Thursday of the
month) at 7:00pm.  BSSF Board Meetings are held
on the 4th Monday at 7:00pm.  All meetings occur
in the County Fair Building at the corner of Ninth
Avenue and Lincoln Way.  Enter through the
parking lot at Tenth Ave and Lincoln and walk
along path behind the building to the doorway to
the Recreation Room.

Website:  www.bssf.org

     
               

                Map to the County Fair Building
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BSSF Guide to Spring Bonsai Care
in the SF Bay

Bonsai care is ultimately based on the weather and
on the health and condition of the tree.  Please
consult a qualified person before performing any
procedure that will stress the tree.  Generally, feeding
can be done on all but just repotted trees; other work
may or may not be performed depending on the
condition of the tree.  Remember that wiring,
repotting, pruning, defoliating, needle pulling, etc.
cause stress to a tree, so use discretion and allow
trees to regain strength after large amounts of work
are done.  Darker shading indicates better times or
increased activity. (This care guide is currently under-
going revision.)                 º º  º  º 
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